
Nick Gordon’s Lawyers Move to
Dismiss Celebrity Love Bobbi
Kristina Brown Wrongful Death
Suit

By Kyanah Murphy

Loss comes with difficult times for people, even for celebs.
For Nick Gordon, that meant a wrongful death suit brought on
by  former  celebrity  love  Bobbi  Kristina  Brown’s  co-
conservator.  UsMagazine.com  reports  that  Gordon’s  lawyers
filed to dismiss this lawsuit. While the former celebrity
couple had their fair share of problems, Gordon’s lawyers
stated that the accusations against Gordon are simply not
true.

Celebrity  love  no  more.  What  are
some ways to deal with a partner
who has wronged you?

Cupid’s Advice:

With  any  love  (not  just  celebrity  love),  there  may  be
instances where your partner wrongs you either accidentally or
unforutnately on purpose. Here are some tips for dealing with
being wronged by your partner:

1. Accept that you have been wronged: When it comes to your
partner, it can be incredibly difficult to accept that they
have wronged you no matter how great or small. You must accept
the fact that they have done whatever they did in order to
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move on in your healing process.

Related  Link:  Bobbi  Kristina  Brown’s  Celebrity  Love  Nick
Gordon Accused of Assault and Stealing Money in New Lawsuit

2. Reject negativity: Don’t let this negative experience turn
you into a negative person. This experience will hurt and will
change you in some ways, but behave in a manner in which you
are proud to look back upon.

Related Link: Ben Affleck: Can You Forgive a Betrayer in a
Romantic Relationship?

3. Realize it’s not your fault: You might blame yourself and
try to assess to the situation in order to determine what
you’ve done wrong. The truth is: you didn’t. Sometimes misery
loves company and that’s why your partner wronged you.

Have you needed to deal with a partner who has wronged you?
Share how you handled it below!

Nick  Gordon  Is  ‘Devastated’
Over  Celebrity  Love  Bobbi
Kristina Brown’s Death, Says
Source

By Meranda Yslas

Tragic  celebrity  news  has  surfaced  that  22-year-old  Bobbi
Kristina  Brown  has  passed  away,  and  her  boyfriend,  Nick
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Gordon, is grieving for his lost celebrity love. According
to People.com, the two became a Hollywood couple in 2012 and
even referred to each other as husband and wife despite not
legally being married. However, their relationship was not
always the smoothest, including a restraining order taken out
on Gordon by Brown’s aunt and a $10 million lawsuit from
Brown’s  conservators.  Now  there  are  questions  arising
about the horrible death of Whitney Houston’s daughter and
some are looking at Gordon. In spite of all of this, a source
shares, “Nick is very upset… he really did love her very much,
and is devastated that she is gone.”

Even  given  the  drama,  this
celebrity love was real. What are
some  ways  to  cope  with  your
partner’s death?

Cupid’s Advice:

With celebrity love, there are always going to be rumors and
drama surrounding a couple, but a death is a very real thing.
Losing a partner is hard to imagine, but if it has happened to
you, Cupid has some advice:

1. Grieve: Everyone shows their sadness in a different way,
and there is no wrong or right way to do it. Allow yourself to
experience and get through this heartache.

Related  Link:  Nick  Gordon  ‘Desperately’  Trying  to  Be  at
Celebrity Love Bobbi Kristina Brown’s Bedside

2. Adopt an animal: After losing a significant other, you may
feel lonely. Look into adopting a pet that will give you the
love and affection that you miss.

Related Link: Find Out Why Bobbi Kristina Skipped Dad Bobby
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Brown’s Wedding

3. Talk it out: A death can turn your world upside down and it
can be hard to feel normal again. Find a support system,
either  family,  friends,  or  counseling,  where  you  feel
comfortable  expressing  your  feelings  and  pain.

How did you deal with a death in a romantic relationship?
Share below. 

Bobbi  Kristina  Brown’s
Celebrity  Love  Nick  Gordon
Accused  of  Assault  and
Stealing Money in New Lawsuit

By Jenna Bagcal

There may have been trouble in paradise for famous couple
Bobbi Kristina Brown and Nick Gordon. New information has
surfaced  from  UsMagazine.com  accusing  Brown’s  celebrity
love of foul play within their relationship. Gordon has been
accused of dragging Brown by her hair, knocking her teeth out,
and stealing money from her just hours before she was found
unresponsive  in  her  home  this  January.  A  lawsuit  for  $10
million has been filed against Gordon. Within the lawsuit,
Brown allegedly said that Gordon was “not the man she thought
he was.”
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This celebrity love may have been
fizzling all along. How do you know
if  your  partner  is  in  your
relationship for the right reasons?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Problems arise in many relationships as it did for this famous
couple. One person may discover that the other was in the
relationship  for  money,  loneliness,  or  a  number  of  other
reasons. To avoid this issue, Cupid has some advice for how
you can tell if your partner is in your relationship for the
right reasons:

1.  Money  doesn’t  phase  them:  Whether  you’re  dealing  with
financial issues or have some extra money in the bank, their
attitude toward you doesn’t change along with your finances. A
person who is in your relationship for love won’t care about
how much money you make.

Related Link: Bobbi Kristina’s Family Says Nick Gordon Was
Offered the Opportunity to Visit His Celebrity Love 

2. They show you they love you: Words don’t mean much without
strong action to back them up. So if your partner says that
they love you all the time but their actions don’t match,
their words may not be very true. Look for the partner that
says and shows that they love you, whether it’s cooking your
favorite  meal  after  a  hard  day  or  surprising  you  with  a
thoughtful visit at your job.

Related Link: Nick Gordon Pays Tribute to Celebrity Love Bobbi
Kristina with a Tattoo 

3. There are no secrets: Honestly is the best policy in life
and relationships. If you find that your significant other is
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the secretive type — i.e. acting defensive if you ask him
questions about certain things, he may not be the right one
for you. Confront your partner about their dishonesty.

How do you know if your partner is in the relationship for the
right reasons? Tell us in the comments! 


